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Abstract. In this paper it is shown that a commutative semi-

simple ring is isomorphic to a direct product of fields if and only if it

is hyperatomic and orthogonally complete.

In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a

commutative semisimple ring R (i.e., R has no nonzero nilpotent

element) to be isomorphic to a direct product of fields. In particular,

we show that hyperatomicity and orthogonal completeness is such a

necessary and sufficient condition. It is well known that without

these conditions R is isomorphic to a subring of a direct product of

fields [1, p. 16].
We would like to emphasize that, in what follows, R stands for a

commutative ring with no nonzero nilpotent element. Thus, in

particular, for every element x of R,

(1) x2 = 0   if and only if   x = 0.

We first prove several lemmas. Lemma 1 below, generalizes the

corresponding result for Boolean Rings [2, p. 154].

Lemma 1. The ring R is partially ordered by g where for every ele-

ment x and y of R,

(2) x ^ y    if and only if   xy = x2.

Proof. Since xx=x2 it follows from (2) that x^x. Thus, ^ is

reflexive.

Moreover, if x^y and y^x, then xy = x2 and yx=y2 so that x2 — xy

—yx+y2=(x — y)2 = 0. But then x— y = 0 by (1). Thus, x = y and

therefore ^ is antisymmetric.

Furthermore, if x^y and y^z, then xy = x2 and yz = y2 so that

x2z=xyz=xy2 = x2y = x3. Thus, x2z2 = x3z and x3z=x* so that x2z2— x3z

—x3z+x* = (xz— x2)2 — 0. But then from (1) it follows that xz— x2 = 0

or xz=x2. Hence, x^z by (2), and therefore, ^ is transitive.

In the following the symbol ^ is used only to represent the partial

order defined by (2).
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Let us observe that from (2) it follows immediately that for every

element x, y and z of R

(3) x ^ y   implies   xz g yz

and

(4) x* = x   implies   xy ^ y.

Motivated by [2, p. 7], we introduce the following definition.

Definition 1. A nonzero element a of R is called a hyperatom of R if

and only if for every element x of R

(5) x ^ a   implies   x = 0   or   x = a

and

(6) ax t^ 0   implies   axs = a

for some element s of R.

Next, we prove

Lemma 2. Let a be a hyperatom of R. For every element r of R if

ar^O then ar is a hyperatom of R.

Proof. Let an^O. We show that ar is a hyperatom according to

Definition 1.

Since ary^O, by (6) we have ars = a for some element 5 of R. Now,

let x^ar then from (3) it follows that xs^ars. Hence xs^a, and in

view of (5) we have

xs = 0   or   xs = a.

However, x^ar so that arx=x* and therefore rsx2 = rs(arx)

= (rsa)rx = arx=xi. Consequently, (rsx—x)2=(rs)2x2 — 2rsx2+x2 = 0.

Thus, by (1) we have rsx = x which in view of the above implies that

x = 0 or x = ar. Hence ar satisfies (5).

On the other hand, if arx^O then there exists an element t of R

such that arxt = a. Thus, (arx)tr = ar, so that ar satisfies (6).

In view of the above two cases, we see that ar is a hyperatom of R,

as desired.

Lemma 3. Let a be a hyperatom of R. Then there exists an element s

of R such that as is an idempotent hyperatom of R.

Proof. Since aj^O it follows from (1) that ai^0. Thus, by (6),

there exists an element 5 of R such that a2s = a. Clearly, as^O and

therefore as is a hyperatom by Lemma 2. But also, (as)2 = (a2s)s = as.

Thus, as is an idempotent hyperatom of R.
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Definition 2. A subset S of R is called orthogonal if and only if

xy = 0 for every two distinct elements x and y of S.

Lemma 4. The set (e,-)<er of all idempotent hyperatoms of R is an

orthogonal set.

Proof. Let e, and e, be idempotent hyperatoms of R. From (4) it

follows that e.-e, ̂  e< and e.-e,- ̂ e; so that e<e;- = e\- = e;- or e.-e,- = 0.

Lemma 5. Let (ei)tei be the set of all idempotent hyperatoms of R.

Then for every element i of I the ideal

(7) Fi={rei\rER}

is a subfield of R and

(8) ^^^={0}        ifi^j.

Proof. Since e2 = d it follows that e< is an element of F,- and for

every element r of R we have (rei)d = rei so that e\- is the unit of F,-.

Further, if re,-5^0 then since et is a hyperatom there exists an element 5

of R such that (sei) (rei) = srd = e<. Thus, each nonzero element of Fi

has an inverse in F,- so that F, is a field.

Finally, if i^j and re,- = se,- then re.gy = se}-ej = sej = re,- = 0 since

e,e, = 0. Thus, F(r\Fj= {o}.
Definition 3. The ring R is called hyperatomic if and only if for

every nonzero element r of R there exists a hyperatom a of R such that a^r.

In the following sup 5, for a subset S of R, is used in reference to

the order given by (2).

Lemma 6. Let R be hyperatomic and let (ei)tei be the set of all idem-

potent hyperatoms of R. Then for every nonzero element q of R there

exists an idempotent hyperatom ek such that qek j£ 0. Moreover, for every

element r of R the sup< re< exists and

(9) r = sup ret.
i

Proof. By Definition 3 if q^O there is a hyperatom a of R such

that a^q or qa — a25^0. But then by Lemma 3 there exists an element

j of R such that as is an idempotent hyperatom. Clearly, q(as)9^0.

Hence qek^O for some idempotent hyperatom ek = as of R.

To prove the second assertion we note that r(rei) = (rei)2 for every

element i of / so that r is an upper bound of the set (rei)isi- Let u be

any upper bound of (re,)<ej. Then &re,-= (rei)2 = rrd for every element

i of /. We claim that r^u. Assume on the contrary, that ur — r2

= q?*0. Thus, in view of the above, for some element k of / it is the
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case that urek— rse* = ge*^0. But this contradicts that urd = rrei for

every element i of 7. Thus, indeed r = sup,- re,-. Hence, the lemma

is proved.

If (ei)tei is the set of all idempotent hyperatoms of R, then by (8)

we may consider the direct product H< Fi 0I tne fields Ft given by

(7). We then have the following

Lemma 7. Let R be hyper atomic and let (ei)isi be the set of all idem-

potent hyperatoms of R. Then

(10) a(r) = (rei)isI

is an isomorphism from R onto a subring of the direct product YL> Fi

of fields Fi.

Proof. Clearly, a is a homomorphism so it suffices to show that a

is one-to-one. But if r^q it follows from (9) that sup,- re,-5^sup< ge< so

that (rei)ieii*(qei)iei or a(r) 9^a(q). Hence, a is an isomorphism.

As mentioned earlier the existence of an isomorphism from R to a

subring of a direct product of fields is well known and requires no

additional conditions on R. However, the special isomorphism a

given in Lemma 7 is essential for the proof of the theorem below

which states that hyperatomicity and orthogonal completeness of R

is a necessary and sufficient condition for R to be isomorphic to a

direct product of fields.

One additional lemma is also needed, but first we observe that if

sup< r, exists for a subset (r,),sz of R then r.-^sup^ r,-, so that by (2)

we have

(11) /•,• sup n = n.
i

Lemma 8. Let (/,-),£/ be a subset of R such that sup,- r,- exists. Then for

every element b of R the sup,- br( exists and

(12) b sup r< = sup brt.
i i

Proof. From (11) it follows that (bri)(b sup,- ri) = (brt)2 so that

br(^b sup,- r,- for every element i of 7. Thus, b sup,- r< is an upper

bound of the set (6r,-),-er.

Let u be any upper bound of (brijiei. Then ubri — (bri)2 for every

element i of 7. Thus, ubri — tfr\-\-r\ = r\. But then from (11) we see

that for every element i of 7

rJub — b sup ri + sup r,) = r
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so that

r{ ^ ub — b2 sup r,- + sup r*
< <

and therefore

sup ri g ub — b2 sup r, + sup rt.

Consequently, it follows from (2) that

/sup r,\/wi — J2 sup rt + sup r,A = /sup rA2

which implies that

ub sup r,- = (b sup r,V

and therefore,

b sup r,- ̂  w.
t

Hence, sup, fcrj exists and is equal to b sup,- r,-.

Definition 4. Ffte ring R is called orthogonally complete if and only

if sup S of every orthogonal subset S of R exists.

Finally, we have

Theorem. The ring R is isomorphic to a direct product of fields if

and only if R is hyperatomic and orthogonally complete.

Proof. Let 8 be an isomorphism from R onto a direct product

IT«er Ki of fields Ki. Let r be a nonzero element and let B(r) = (r,),er.

There exists an element/ of / such that r, 5^0. Let Uj be the unit of K,.

The element a of R given by a = r/3_1 ((&<)•£/) with kj = Uj and £,- = 0

for ir^j is obviously a hyperatom of R with a^r. Hence, R is hy-

peratomic.

Next, let S be an orthogonal subset of R and let @[S]

= ((ki(s))iei),es- Since S is orthogonal it follows that |8-1((&,-),-ez)

= sup S where ki = k((s) if k{(s)^0 for some element s oi S and

&,- = 0 otherwise. Thus, R is orthogonally complete.

Conversely, if R is hyperatomic and orthogonally complete we

show that R is isomorphic to the direct product Y[iei Fi of fields Fi

given by (7). In view of Lemma 7 it will suffice to show that the

mapping a of (10) is an onto mapping. Let (r<c,),sr be any element

of JI,- Fi. By Lemma 4 the set (r,e,),er is an orthogonal subset of R.

Let ft = sup,- rjCj. But then from (12) and Lemma 4 it follows that for

every element j of /
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he; = e,- sup rid = sup r.-e.-ey = r,-e;-.
< <

Hence, by (10) we have a(h) — (hei)iei = (r,e,),e/ so that a is an onto

mapping. Thus, the theorem is proved.
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